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A. Scope of Inquiry
This report focuses on the realm of environmental policy under a state's jurisdiction and addres es
ways in which universities can best suppon a state's formulation of environmental policy. Malting
policy involves bringing forward an issue for a decision, issuing laws, rules, regulations or decision
about specific matters, and evaluating and adjusting the policy after its enactment. Environmental
policy is foremost within the jurisdiction of state and local governments, although governance over
certain resources has been assumed by the federal government. This i due to three factors. Federal
environmental governance relies upon the state and local governments to further define the grand
federal policy. Much of environmental policy is based upon land-use, traditionally a premier concern
of state and local governments. And finally, matters of local ecology stay within view of local
constituents who keep tho e issues on their state repre entatives' agenda.
Environmental policy involves, additionally, a great deal of scientific data and analysis.
Policy-makers often need to make a crucial decision quickly, and thus need the best science the can
get quickly. Sources for science include state agencies, private enterpri es, and universities.
Within the Commonwealth of Virginia are excellent univer ities staffed with researcher and
teaching faculty in the cience . To investigate how the Commonwealth might best utilize this
resource, the Department of Resource Management and Policy, Virginia Institute of Marine
Science/School of Marine Science, College of William & Mary (VIMS ) with assi tance from the
Thomas Jeffer on Program in Public Policy and the Mar hall-Wythe School of Law conducted a
two-day symposium on "Environmental Policy and the Role of the University." Twenty-four expens
in environmental policy pre ented papers and di cu ed the topic before an audience compo.ed of
citizenry interested in environmental matters, tudents and re earchers from within the university
community of William burg and the tidewater region .
This repon summarize the points and recommendations made b the panicipant of that
symposium. Two aspects of the topic were di cu ed at length at the symposium. First,
policy-makers expres ed when, where and in what format they sought cience from a university
source. Participant from academia added their view of the interface between polic -makers and
universities. Secondly, speakers explored the internal workings of universities which influence how a
university can function to assist policy-makers.
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B. Background
At a meeting between Delegate Hunter Andrews and members of the VIMS faculty in 1993, a
concern arose over whether the Commonwealth realized the potential contributions of VIMS and
other research institutes. Several faculty suggested that the Commonwealth systematically
underutilized its university resources when developing environmental policy. In response, the
General Assembly directed VIMS to study the issue and provide answers to the question of how the
Commonwealth could better use university research in formulating environmental policy (Virginia
Acts of General Assembly, Ch. 994, item 208).

C. Preface
Policy-making is a function of governments. The primary policy-makers are state legislators, the
governor and his or her appointees, and agency staff.
In order to make and implement sound policy, individual policy-makers need information.
Commonly their need is for input from multiple disciplines. Because no single Renaissance person
can simultaneously lead in government, scientific research, and societal analysis, the individuals who
do excel in each of the e areas must communicate their insights with each other. As the dean and
director of VIMS stated in his introductory add res ,
The relationship between university cholar hip and the practical matters of
environmental policy in management involves truly interdisciplinary science and
truly inter-disciplinary scholarship in the university . . . [S]cientists need to be
conversant with people in the arts and humanities, with people in law and
economics, public policy, history, sociology, psychology .. . [A]nd people in the
an and humanities need to be conversant with science .. . [T)hat conversation has
to be ongoing and continuous .. . and [it] take[s] place within the university
(Taylor, 1994).
Speakers at the symposium focused on the interface between leaders in policy-making and
university researchers. Foremost were the insights from university faculty who have successfully
assisted state and local pol.icy-makers. From these speakers several con ensuses resulted about the
need for greater university commitment to upporting policy-maker .
Additionally, speakers di cus ed the organizational structure and reward system of the university
as an institution. Considerable limitations exist which discourage university researchers from
contributing to the policy-making proce s. Several speakers highlighted ways in which universities
could encourage and support policy-makers.
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Finally, speakers discussed ways in which the university should teach environmental
management. Disagreement surfaced over the relative virtues of various theories of environmental
policy, a case-study approach to teaching environmental management, and the benefits of
emphasizing either public policy or social science or natural science or physical science in the
curriculum.

D. Environmental Policy Process Within State Boundaries
1. Federal Environmental Jurisdiction
Federal environmental policy to an extent has preempted a state's control over environmental
policy. The federal statutes, with regulations attached, regulate natural resources and require states to
implement federal laws. The necessity for implementing the federal policy imposes considerable
restrictions on how a state can organize and utilize its own resources -

both human and fiscal.

Although the greatest quantity of environmental governance, in terms of laws and regulations,
comes from the federal government, each state must set environmental policy to implement federal
mandates. How, for example, a state agency define and measures either toxins or risks to human
health, or effect on ecosystems, can be as significant a determination of policy as the federal
regulation of the use of the same toxin. In addition, a tate retains primary jurisdiction over land-use
issues, which compri e an influential realm of environmental policy.

2. How a State Creates Environmental Policy
a. The Polley Process
Beyond the federal influence, each state's latitude for creating environmental policy is further
constrained by five factor : the relative level of pollution within the state; the availability of state
economic resources; the everity of policy needs; the political culture within the state; and pres ure
from relevant interest groups. Regardles of how these factors influence a particular policy outcome,
the process of developing the state environmental policy generally stays the same. A focus on the
proce

is instructive in analyzing the potential roles a university can play in developing the state

policy.
In creating a policy for a particular environmental concern, tates generally go through
progressive stages. The four major steps of the policy-making process have been defined as (1)
setting the agenda; (2) identifying and as essing policy alternatives from which a choice can be made;
(3) selecting among the alternatives by means of an authoritative decision such as a legislative vote or
a gubernatorial decision; and (4) implementing the decision (Kingdon, 1984).

II
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b. Setting the Agenda
Within the policy-ecology community are three categories representing the loci of power and
intellectuality that work either together or against each other in advancing science, advancing
technology and changing policy (Rattien, 1994). The fust group, policy-makers, is primarily
government: local, state, and federal elected or appointed. The second group, the private sector,
includes industry and businesses. The third group, universities or academic institutes, include all
institutions which maintain some research and teaching. Of the three categories, universities are the
only unencumbered group since government is restricted to operating within the limitations of its
constitutional responsibilities and the private sector must forever value costs (Rattien, 1994).
Setting the agenda is primarily accomplished by policy-makers, with great influence from the
media. When it becomes politically expedient for government leaders to respond to a particular issue
or problem, then the matter, so to speak, is placed on the policy table. At this point the policy window
opens, and any entity with an interest in the issue can contribute its perspective. It is noteworthy that
non-government, non-media entities, such as university researchers, will not be able to control the
timing of this opportunity. Policy-maker determine when the window opens and how long it stays
open for input and information about the is ue.

c. Identifying and Assessing Policy Alternatives
When a problem or i~sue is recognized on the political agenda, every interested stakeholder can
eize the opportunity to advocate a particular result. In order to identify and assess policy
alternatives, policy-maker need to gamer the fact prior to making an informed choice. This
provides an opportunity for academician to offer their re earch and analysis. The need for scientific
advice in the policy forum is especially great a a Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology and
Government concluded.
Good ources of advice enable deci ion makers to interpret scientific and technical
information from agencies and advocacy groups, to balance conflicting claims, and
to weigh alternauve objectively. Without such advice, governors and legislator
must interpret scientific and technical information using criteria such as familiarity
or trust in the agency or group advocating the position, the packaging of the
information, or its perceived relationship to other technical issues. It is crucial that
tates develop their own y terns, especially at the gubernatorial and legislative
levels, to en ure the flow of advice from the broad cience and technology
community into the state government at its highest decision-making levels
(Carnegie, 1992, 19).
For environmental issues the terms "science" and "research" often include the social sciences
along with basic or natural sciences. An oceanographer with a distinguished history as an elected
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official and a policy-maker noted that social sciences are sometimes viewed as second-class science in
the context of policy-making and university support of government policy-making.
That's clearly inappropriate .. . A lot of the problem we have today in being caught
short on some environmental policy-making has to do with the lack of adequate
bridges between the data from the natural sciences and the policy-makers ...
[O]ften it's the social sciences that help form that bridge . . . We need more
economic studies, more studies of ethics and alues in history, anthropology, and
sociology (Knecht, 1994).
At this point in the policy process the research and assessment done by university faculty can
provide necessary · nformation about an issue. Yet for this to happen, the researcher has to know that
the policy window is open. Serendipity may result in a researcher realizing independently the need
and opportunity to offer knowledge. Alternatively, the policy-maker may previously have
commissioned a researcher to investigate the issue and now be ready to use the resulting analysis.
However, when neither of these fortuitous conditions apply, the policy-maker may need to make a
decision without having time to direct an investigation into the particular issue. As one Deputy
Secretary in Pennsylvania's Department of Environmental Resources stated,
I typically need the best answer available on little notice, and rarely is there time
available for a complete study of any i sue before my agency must make a
decision. I'm paid to make decisions based upon my intuition, becau e the time
table for answers i too swift for me to commission re earch into the questions
(Glotfelty, 1994).
A key requirement of the policy-maker involves time. As one policy-maker with twenty year of
experience explained,
A prime hindrance to the academic and the policy-maker working together is that
the academic usually is driven by good science, not time. And ometime the
academic gets wrapped up in the science of the project and strays from the original
purpose. In contrast, the policy-maker i often driven by time and consider
drawn-out cience investigation as losing valuable time (Bull, 1994).
To support intuitive judgements a policy-maker should know where to go or whom to call for
sound scientific advice. Although an individual re earcher is unlikely to be known, a policy-maker in
need of help can tum to the university for direction. Thus, a credible way to get research results to the
policy-maker is through the use of academic centers poised, capable and expected to assist
policy-makers. The academic center should be a welcoming structure along the banks of the
policy-process streams: familiar easy to find, neutral, always there (Schubel, 1994). After all,
university centers continue indefinitely. Policy-makers, in contrast, may change with each election.

)
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The private sector, the other potential source for cience information, often only maintains an
accessible profile during peak moments of a controversy.
Researchers are most readily accessible when they are part of an academic institute well-known to
the world of policy-makers as a source of good science. By having a presence as part of an academic
center, individual researchers should be able to initiate off-the-record, unofficial dialogue. They
should be able to work as long-term partners with policy-makers in environmental management
agencies.
To facilitate a multi-party discussion, research into an issue needs to be in a format and language
readily accessible to both poLicy-makers and the general public. Consequently, to be effective, the
economist may have to translate analytical graphs and the biochemist laboratory results into
conclusive layman' language, notwithstanding any scholarly caveats attached to the original research
results.
Equally important is the ability of agency staff to communicate quickly and efficiently with
re earchers. Staff hould be able to obtain answers to agency questions as well as scientific updates
likely to require change in agency action or prioritie . From the per pective of a policy-maker, the
information from within the university need to be readily obtainable, trustworthy and understandable
by the non-scientist. Often the mo t valuable contribution from a university researcher will be in the
form of an "if thi ... , then that ... " cenario, which i likely to involve translating the purely
academic results into cau e and effect applications for the real world.
One way to address this i by expanding communication between the policy-makers and
researchers to include more than research results prepared for scholarly publication. Universities
have a responsibility to open up a dialogue with policy-makers, noted one research scientist.
(Re earchers hould) work a (good) partners with people in environmental
management agencies ... You don't embarras them; you don't pull urprises on
them. You have to work with them day in and day out ... We should rai e the
caution flag like Bob Huggett and people at VIMS did (by alerting Congress to the
dangers of TBT in boat paint) when we see something that' a looming or that is
already a major problem. We hould provide forums to identify and evaluate
alternatives for olving problems and for preventing loomings from developing
into full-blown problem . We should do it routinely, ongoing ... We should be
viewed as neutral turf, and we should take the lead in initiating these. And we
shouldn't always have the tin cup out (Schubel, 1994).

d. Selecting Among Alternatives
Selection among the various alternative is achieved by the executive or governor, the legislative
or general assembly, and the state agencies. It i an axiom of our democracy that in all situations, the
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ultimate choices are the exclusive domain of elected or appointed officials, or the voting citizenry, and
not the privilege of advisors.
In the environmental realm, university researchers are quite likely to advise one result as optimum
in terms of the science alone. The policy-maker, however, is likely to consider other stakeholders'
concerns and reject or compromise the result advocated as being optimum in terms of science. One
researcher has described the viewpoints of researchers versus policy-makers as polarized.
Polarization is fueled by differences in the time scale on which the two
communities function and the reward structure within which they operate.
(Resource) managers must make decisions for which they are accountable to the
public and the politicians who appoint them. Scientists are expected to advance our
understanding in ways that impress their peers. Poor communication exacerbates
this polarization. Scientists question the integrity of the environmental
management process and managers question the relevance of basic research
(Malone, 1994).
Here a policy-maker will be loath to act upon the presentation of a single scientist or institute.
Where the stakes are high, a policy-making board commonly will hear opposing conclusion from
different experts. "For every Ph.D. the environmentalists put up," described a participant in the San
Franci co Bay

ational Estuary Program debate, "the agricultural community put up an oppo ite and

equal Ph.D. and it wa always a tandoff. The hearing officer would ay, come back next year .. :·
(Schubel 1994). To re olve the stand-off one ide called upon ever)' reputable cientist in the region
to reach a con ensus about the science underpinning the polic '. The following . ear the hearing
officer heard the consensus of the scientific community (twenty-five cienti ~) disagree with the lone
hired gun, and the board decided to take action ba ed upon the con en u .
When scientists combine their interpretations to make a solo voce statement, they're more
effective. Yet "effect" differs from "control." The proce

merely ab orbs the contribution of

re earchers without granting to the researcher any real control over whether that input make policy.
For this reason , researchers cannot expect resulting policy to match perfectly their cientific analysis.
Since the re ulting policy will neither have been shaped by the re earcher nor look like it had
been shaped entirely by science, the researcher should nor stake any profe ional advancement on
influencing policy. The limited role of the uni ersit re earcher, when misunderstood, unfortunately
can lead to frustration and ultimately cau e a re earcher to refuse to maintain a dialogue with
policy-makers.
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e. Implementing the Policy
Implementation of the policy involve the general public along with government staff. How well
the populous has understood the issue will greatly influence how well the policy is implemented.
Universities have a major role in educating the public. The more knowledgeable the public is about
an issue, the more receptive they will be to tough policies that are in the best interests of the
environment, though they superficially may not appear to be so. An educated, prepared citizenry
makes it easier for a politician to make sound environmental policy. Because environmental issues

I
I
I

I
I

involve immutable conflicts and can never be solved, only managed perpetually, the implementation
of the policy managing them can be interminable. "Softening up the public" to understand the critical
importance of implementing the policy has been thoroughly described by a policy-maker as foll ows.
(O)ne of the roles of universitie is to help its world, its students, and others
understand that the world i shade of grey. (Only) in various rare circumstances
is there a black or white situation. And it's understanding those shades of grey in
the nuances, and the differences between the perspectives of the individual players,
that's a critical (teaching of) universities (Rattien, 1994).
Furthermore, since policies are usually broad, they leave much room for discretion in their
implementation. The conclusion reached by policy-researcher Robert Rice and emphasized by the
dean and director of a marine science re earch center states that, "Higher-level public managers are
likely to have significant di cretion over many of the problems they pursue, solutions they devise, and
trategies they choo e for implementing such solutions" (Schubel, 1994). These manager comprise a
group of policy-makers who can benefit from university assistance tremendously. Universities have
not only educated the re ource manager's taff, but they al o offer ongoing, reliable science to the
re ource managers when they need it.
A leading environmental economist noted that it take a generation for new ideas in economics to
filter from academia into usage (Macauley, 1994). This time lag can apply in other disciplines as
well. What the students learn in cla

will often become the standard practice when those

undergraduates become the leaders in resource management, business, or industry.
The environmental issues within the state' jurisdiction are one of a state government's most
complex and inherently multi-disciplinary responsibilities (Carnegie, 1992). In order for a
policy-maker to ort through an environmental issue, he or she must coordinate and sort through input
from the natural ciences, physical ciences, social ciences, political sciences, economics, and law
(Malone and Bell, I 991) (Sager, 1977).
For research re ults to be translated from one discipline into effective environmental policy
several things have to happen. In the event of a re earch di covery in the natural sciences, for

1
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example, a crucial requirement for incorporating the discovery into sound policy is the capability to
link the new discovery in the natural sciences with economics, political science, and law. "V.'hat does
this discovery mean for the ecosystem?" is only a first question. A policy-maker also will wonder,
"How is this new knowledge about ecosystems incorporated into the regulations and statutes?" and,
"Should the terms of the regulations be amended to maintain the goal of the regulation now that our
understanding of the ecosystem has changed?" To answer the follow-up questions the policy-makers
must balance the science with analysis from the other disciplines. Considering multiple disciplines
together can keep the focus of regulations and statutes in keeping with current knowledge about
ecosystems.

E. How Universities Contribute to Environmental Policy
1. By Being Present
As the above points suggest, universities have certain characteristics which make them useful
players in the development of environmental policy. When viewed as structures along the bank of
the policy-proces streams, the university institutions benefit from their endurance, familiarity and
longevity. In contrast to the constituency or stakeholders dedicated to a single environmental issue
and the elected or appointed aovemment official , univer ities never di appear, get voted out of
office, or die. If a univer ity is prominent in a field useful to the policy-makers, and aLo acces ible,
then policy-makers will use it.

2. By Being Neutral
A university musl al o actively guard it neutrality in order to keep the trust of policy-makers.
One oceanographer from

ew York spoke of having been invited to advi e policy-makers in Mamala

Bay, Hawaii, becau e everal faculty at Hawaii's state university had made paid "infomercials" in
which they took tands on environmental issues. Con equently, no Hawaiian policy-maker wanted
any involvement from that university in evaluating environmental i sues.

eutrality is the sine qua

non of credibility for researchers.
The same neutrality which gives a university researcher credibility also can frustrate the citizen
activist eeking to line up an arsenal of spokesmen and spokeswomen in order to impress the
policy-makers. "Get involved. Take a stand. You can't have an effect by keeping your expertise within
an ivory tower," challenged one successful citizen activist (Adams, 1994).
Whereas the activist may wish for a re earcher to take a stand on the policy outcome, a prudent
researcher will limit his or her involvement to pubHshing research relevant to an environmental
concern without Ulk.ing sides on a poHcy per se. By getting involved a, a university expert, a person
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diligently communicates his or her research via popular and scholarly publications and query reports,
or he or she serves on an advisory committee. If researchers present their ideas clearly enough,
persuasively enough, and with patience and persistence, people will listen. But if researchers go too
far in becoming advocates, their credibility will be damaged (Schubel, 1994). To clamor for a
particular policy would require the researcher to exchange his or her "university advisor' role for the
role of activist
A university should prohibit advocacy without expecting faculty to be disinterested in the
real-world applications of their research topics. Faculty can actively seek to share their scientific
understanding without becoming activists by serving on an advisory or management board germane to
their research. Committees and boards responsible for local, sometimes mundane, environmental
issues need as much involvement from knowledgeable researchers as possible, noted a corporate
environmental manager with experience as a sanitary engineer (Susag, 1994). A zoologist, faculty
member and gubernatorial advisor added that as a researcher gains stature in his or her discipline, he
or she will increasingly be sought to serve on policy and management bodies (Cooper, 1994).

3. By Serving as a Source of Expertise
Even tho e institutes which do not purpo efully support the policy process can contribute
significantly. Generally, certain univer ity attribute enable their faculty who have valuable skill to
contribute them to the policy process. The relevant characteristics of universities and faculty have
been summarized as follow by a cholar and researcher involved in developing environmental
curricula
1) University per onnel tend to be individual re earchers allowed to pursue aspects
of an issue of individual interest and thereby push the frontiers in that area;
2) They are generally entrepreneurs who are unafraid of leaving the crowd and are
professionally rewarded for original thinking, which often leads to the
development of innovative solutions;
3) University personnel are generally honest brokers with nothing to gain from the
implementation of an environmental policy except the knowledge that they
promoted a solution to a problem that considered both the health and management
of the environment as well as the need of humans to make u e of the environment;
4) There is a continuous influx of new thinkers with the turnover of undergraduate
and graduate students unjaded by a can't be done attitude;
5) The possibility for multi- and interdisciplinary discussions allows the
consideration of more realistic and implementable policies with many and various
disciplines in close proximity;
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6) Availability of up-to-date infonnation on the field of study in question is unique·

7) University personnel have an unbeatable luxury-the ability to consider
solutions and options unencumbered by the need to make money. This last
attribute has pros and cons. It can be easily turned into a potential problem of an
ivory rower perspective or naivete of the real world in terms of implementable
solutions, but also frees-up the ingenuity of the individual.

(Carter, 1994)
The characteristic of having many specialists under one roof has little direct effect, even though
multiple disciplines theoretically can offer the policy-maker a combined, multi-disciplinary analysis
to a situation. However, unless the structure of the academic institute encourages a multi-disciplinary
analysis, mere co-existence under the rubric of one univer ity does not foster a multi-di ciplinary
analysis.

4. By Having Appropriate Structures
Certain types of academic organizations excel in contributing to environmental policy.

ew

Jersey's Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences In ritute was designed for environmental
risk assessment and caters to the need of policy-maker for information about health and
environmental issues. The director of that center de cribed how that institute is routine). called upon
by the policy-makers of ew Jersey (Gold tein, 1994). When, for example

ew Jer e •' Senator

Bradley wondered what sources of leaded paint other than white hou e paint are pre alent in the
environment, hi office telephoned the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Institute.
In re pon e. several discipline within the institute collaborated to reach a conclusion. The query
was brought up at a monthly staff meeting. The in titute' medical staff observed that a local producer
of bread bags apparently u ed leaded paint and if o, the lead could contaminate food, making it toxic
when inge ted. Staff chemical anal I ts then investigated the amount of lead in commercial bread
bags. Staff epidemiologist detennined how prevalent was the u e of bread bag , turned inside-out
with the paint next to the food. for children' lunches. The institute then drafted a conclu ive report
on the danger of lead paint in bread bags. The institute ucce sfully convinced not only Senator
Bradley but al o the EPA and the FDA of the dangers of leaded paint on bread bag .
The bread-bag story combines all of the keys to succe ful contribution by a university to
environmental pohcy. The e include: (1) an institute recognized and called upon by the policy-maker;
(2) an institute funded to maintain ongoing research capabilities; (3) collaboration within the institute;

and (4) a conclusive report by the in titute which was generally accepted in large part becau e of the
institute's reputation for sound, unbiased science.
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A different type of institute geared toward service for policy-makers is represented by the Marine
Sciences Research Center of the State University of New York at Stony Brook. Unlike the
multi-disciplinary structure of ew Jersey's Health Sciences Institute, Stony Brook's institute is
narrower in terms of specialties repre ented. Stony Brook, however, has aggressively sought to be a
"leader in translating advances in scientific understanding and technology into policy alternatives,"
especially at the local level (Schubel, 1994). Stony Brook has initiated and sponsored numerous
institutes and acti ities which bring together all stakeholders and which subsequently have spun off
into independence from Stony Brook.
Among these uccessful endeavors i the Long Island Environmental Economic Roundtable,
which maintains permanent seats for representatives from academic institutes, businesses, industry,
environmental groups, and government. The Roundtable is designed to establish and keep open lines
of communication between these groups. Conclusions published by the Roundtable have credibility
and have influenced for example, policies of sewage treatment and the recycling of abandoned
industrial sites.
Another endeavor has been a twice-yearly series of Sunday brunches on topics of local
environmental interest featuring a panel repre enting citizens, environmentalists, scientists, and
legislators. The brunches have explored is ue such as whether there is a higher-than-average
incidence of breast cancer on Long 1 land and if so, is it connected to the ground water. These forums
are opened to the public and local official and help to educate the public to real parameters of
environmental issues.

5. By Being Appropriately Funded
Beyond structure, funding tends to support single-disciplinary research, not multi-disciplinary
endeavors. Source of fundinn, pointed out one re earcher, are al o characterized by fragmentation.
(Federal) bureaucracy i organized in such a way that it is ... fragmented into very
... narrow compartment . owhere is there any ort of ability to make policy
acros the e compartmentalization ... And there are very few interest groups that
have broad concern , either ... (l)t' e pecially a problem in terms of funding
policy-related re earch in academic institutions, because what it means is that most
funding come from individual agencies. And individual agencies of the
government have their agenda. And that research is meant to erve their agenda, I
think, in general. It's difficult to find money to support broader issues in
environmental policy-making beyond the agenda of individual agencies at
individual times in their life hi rory. What we need, I think, is an ability to get
funding for this kind of thing into the academic community from higher levels of
government, beyond the individual agency or program level (Knecht, 1994).
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"Casual advice is ea y to get and worth what was paid for it' (Merrill, 1994). This adage, noted
by a law professor with experience as a lawyer/regulator, distinguishes the son of ongoing, informal
relationship touted here from mere single-shot contacts. "Regulatory decision-makers can't wait for
scientific answers to the questions that confront them. They have to make guesses, and thus
assistance in making guesses is of critical importance" (Merrill, 1994). Regulators will always need
the guidance of those researchers who maintain access to the necessary equipment, who stay au

courant with current scientific understanding of an issue, and who have the ability to find information
from national and international ources about the relevant science involved in an issue. Regulators
need to know how to access the university researchers capable of providing uch guidance.

"[In contrast to casual advice] ... long-term, concentrated commitment of re earch or analytical
effort of the kind that contracts and grants and sabbaticals can afford i likely to be of ultimately
greater value'' (Merrill, 1994). It is crucial that university researchers be funded to maintain the very
abilities which make them a valuable resource for policy-makers. Funding should be directed to
enable researchers to provide the kind of concentrated attention that a policy-maker needs. When an
issue long-studied by re earchers becomes a concern on the policy agenda, then researchers will be
able to identify the is ue, to explain the potential effects, and to outline the potential re pon e " o we
don't have to continually be playing catch-up" to environmental problem (Goldstein 1994).

6. By Being Asked
Why do policy-makers fail to realize the potential re ource offered by univer itie ? Although
agencies have . ome internal ources of cientific information on which to ba e their deci ion

they

cannot cover all inve ligations internally. One appointed policy-maker from Penn ylvania expre sed
a wish that he had an in titute like Stony Brook's Marine Science Re earch Center to call. She
noted that although her state had everal very fine universities with experts on their faculty in many of
the areas her agency had needed help with, neither he as an appointee nor her agency's staff had
benefitted from a relation hip with any of the universitie (Glotfelty, 1994).
Interestingly, a policy analyst from Penn ylvania State' Graduate Program in Policy Anal si
spoke of that program' national renown a an inter-collegiate re earch center with a major
concentration in the area of environmental policy (Feller, 1994). However, since Penn

lvania State

had eliminated funding to support efforts by faculty to cultivate a relation hip with polic -maker , the
policy program had not initiated contact with the state agency (Feller, 1994). Hence, the
policy-maker never realized the potential assistance of the university re ource.
The director of Penn State's policy institute concluded,
Universities may see themselves as disinterested experts from whom ... public
officials should be eager to seek advice. In fact, universities have a long ways to
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go toward establishing the levels of trust credibility, and utility that would lead
state officials, who are very busy individuals typically overwhelmed with offers of
information, to allocate time to them ... (F)ew of the faculty who have devoted
time to the role (of building relationships with public officials) have fared well in
department and college promotion and tenure decisions (Feller 1994).

In the case of Pennsylvania's Deputy Secretary, after she realized that her staff was not able to
give her the best-science answers, she simply did not know of any institute (much less any particular
researcher) available to answer her questions. Nor was there any tradition within her agency of
maintaining an on-going relationship with a university. She concluded, "Among the advice I plan to
give to my successor is to find and use outside scientific advisors" (Glotfelty, 1994).

F. Impediments to Researching and Teaching Environmental Policy
The major obstacle preventing most universities from cultivating the sort of relationship needed
by policy-makers was summarized tersely by a legal scholar with experience as dean of a state Jaw
school and general counsel to an environmental agency. He observed that the mission of universities
is "teaching, teaching research, and teaching," and not service to policy-makers (Merrill, 1994).
Neither teaching nor research lead inevitably to the type of direct support for policy-makers
envisioned by Pennsylvania's environmental manager.
The universities that function well as support for policy-makers have tailored their teaching and
research to encourage service. As noted previously above, ome have been designed distinctly to
evaluate environmental issues and are readily called on by policy-makers. Examples of this type are
ew Jersey's Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Institute and Rhode Island's Coastal
Zone Management program. Other are a part of a traditional teaching-and-research university but by
deliberately and aggressively pursuing avenues intended to be u eful and supportive for
policy-makers, and by valuing this service internally, they have e tablished state-wide reputations as a
resource for policy-makers. An example of this type is Stony Brook's Marine Sciences Research
Center.
Clearly, those academic centers designed to support policy-makers and those academic centers
which seek to enhance the policy process succeed. Yet in some ways universities impede their
faculty's efforts to contribute to the policy-making process.

1. Rewards for Policy Support
Speakers agreed that the university's internal reward system for faculty fails to encourage support
for the policy process. In essence, none of the steps advocated as assisting policy-makers are included
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along the pathway to tenure. As noted above, to support the policy process faculty should be willing
to do the following.
1) Venture to serve as a broker between the university and policy-maker;
2) Be willing to forego credit and work anonymously as a bit pokesman of the

university;
3) Actively coordinate their research with other disciplines;
4) Translate the intellectual conclusions of their research into a layman's language,
dropping any caveats in the process;
5) Focus their analysis on relatively pedestrian is ues.

Alternatively, to earn tenure faculty should narrowly tailor their investigation to topics which can be
published in peer-reviewed journals. Faculty are evaluated upon their track record for earning grants
and publishing in cholarl)i journals. In tho e instances in which re earch directed toward a policy
issue has been funded and performed by university researchers, the univer ity and departmental
review committees have placed little value on it. In a striki ng way, the very traits that give the work
value to state policy-maker -it problem-focu and potential relevance-al o diminish it value
within the professional hierarch of the university. Becau e accompli hment which suppon the
policy process are o completely e chewed in the race toward tenure, one dean and director stated, "I
wouldn't stake my promotion on it, and I would not put my junior faculty at risk in having them play
very large roles in this where their future in the university i going to depend upon it" (Schubel,
1994).
Collaborative, multi-disciplinary work earns very little credit. Few cholarly journals publi h
multidisciplinary endeavors. A repon of the University of Michigan's environmental studies faculty
quoted by one policy scholar bluntly dismis ed any value to collaboration. "The individual reward
structure is based on the ability to determine the quality of individual effon while collaborative work
blurs the distinction between co-workers" (Rabe, 1994).

2. Ignoring the Local Policy-Makers
It appears, then, that individual faculty within a traditional university risk their chances for
promotion by assisting policy-makers. This may influence the finding that faculty rarely engage in
regularized contact with regional, state, and local governments or smaller private organization .
Perhaps due to the hierarchy of prestige of grant awards, faculty more often channel their efforu
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towards serious "interaction with research funding sources such as the federal government,
foundations, and large private organizations" (Rabe, 1994).
Ironically, (the regional, state, and local governments) are the very institutions that
appear to be making the most progress in developing innovative approaches to
environmental policy, and they may be doing so with little or no input from higher
education. Much of my own research involves examination of sub-national
environmental policy and I am often struck by how little contact interviewees have
with nearby universities. Many, in fact, are largely oblivious of prominent
environmental studies faculty in their communities or states and their book shelves
give scant indication that they make any use of published academic research
(Rabe, 1994).

3. Lack of Educational Programs for Environmental Management
The goal of environmental management is "less a single optimal solution to a specific
environmental problem than the development of capacities to formulate ever more scientifically valid,
economically efficient, and politica!Jy acceptable approaches to new and changing environmental
issues over time" (Feller, 1994). Although, as this summary makes clear, environmental management
requires input from multiple disciplines, it is not clear how that balancing process should influence the
business of teaching environmental analysis. How best to teach students a curriculum of
environmental policy elicits didactic, diametric opinions.
First scholars disagree over whether environmental management is itself a discipline. The needs
of environmental management for input from many disciplines raises the question whether an
environmental curriculum should seek to teach students a combination of subjects pertinent to
environmental issues or emphasize one of the disciplines central to environmental issues.
One line of reasoning would assign universities the task of "offer(ing) programmatically
integrated courses of study," or interdisciplinary fields of study (Feller, 1994). Environmental studies
comprise a specialization within the study of public policy. Environmental problems share with other
policy problems at a minimum the e eight theoretical topics: individual versus collective purposes;
tradeoffs among public purposes; proof versus prudence; central versus local government:
organization of government institutions; co!Jective choice procedures; policy tools; and intrin ic
hazards of governance processes (Andrews, 1994). The following seven characteristic of
environmental issues distinguish them from the broader class of public policy issues: geographically
defined; interdependence of function, uses, and values; tragedies of the commons; djsplacement of
adverse effects (externalities); irreversible damage; general public interest; and scientific and
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technical premises (Andrews, 1994). Analysis of both groups of issues would include introduction co
economics, history, biology, law, sociology, and other disciplines.
However, since the university's organizational structure compartmentalizes knowledge into
separate disciplines, attempts to produce an interdisciplinary study of environmental management
inevitably fails . At best the effort results in the prominence of one discipline, such as a physical or
natural science. The experience of some leaders in environmental research has been to achieve a
basic grounding in a single science, through the undergraduate level or graduate level, prior co
integrating other disciplines (Cooper, 1994).
A third recommended curriculum rejects current environmental scholarship as difficult and
unnecessary. The relevance of current scholarship and scholarly literature for the real world of
environmental policy has been likened to something, "written by Olympian intellects from Mars who
are eager to toss them into our hands and then hasten off upon their planetary rounds' (Sagoff, 1994).
"Once tossed down," observed another policy scholar, "the vast preponderance of research is simply
not likely to be read, much less used by people in state regulatory agencies, citizen grass roots
groups, corporate officials, the media, or the general citizenry" (Rabe, 1994).
The rush toward integrating multiple disciplines in environmental management is wishful folly.
NEPA's requirement that the federal government utilize an "interdisciplinary approach which will
insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environmental design art ;· in
shaping environmental policy is impossible to comply with, since the different values actually pull in
opposite directions (Sagoff, 1994).
Under Sagoff's view environmental policy does not have a single unifying theme; it has a history.
By learning its history, students can understand environmental policy well enough
to improve it. They can learn to muddle through intelligently, to accept the
piecemeal lessons of experience, and to respond to an evolving political con ensus,
while distrusting the overarching certaintie that too often make up the stock-in
trade of academic disciplines (Sa<toff, 1994).
By studying case histories student can learn the basic vocabulary, or lingua franca, of theories of
environmental analysis, without delving into the idio yncratic intricacies of each theori t. The
students may avoid the arcane theorizing of, in particular, the neoclassical perspective, the
libertarianism perspective, the limits-to-growth perspective and the environmental ethics perspective.
Instead students should study the political institutions, the legal framework, and the cultural context in
which environmental policy ari es. "One way to prepare students in the institutional, political, legal,
and cultural context of environmental polic would be to teach its history, both in an introductory
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overview and in relation to specific areas and cases" (Sagoff. 1994). 1n sum, universities should
ground their students in the history of environmental problem-solving.

G. Conclusions and Recommendations
Universities are uniquely well-suited for contributing to state environmental policy formulation.
Traditionally they have fostered new ideas and new problem-solving approaches and maintained links
to environmental policy-making through multiple activities.
To advance their potential contribution to environmental policy-making, universities should:
• Sustain their commitment to innovative work;
• Encourage and support applied and policy-oriented faculty research;
• Focus on their role as "honest broker" of information;
• Develop programs to train professional environmental policy-makers.
• Encourage faculty involvement in policy and management bodies; and
• Strive for neutrality.

Together universitie and tate policy-maker should optimize their effectiveness by seeking to:
• Work together toe tablish university-based center for environmental policy re earch; and
• Uphold continuous funding for long-tenn cientific analysis within the university.

State policy-makers can realize the benefit of university input by:
• Developing and maintaining ongoing communication with university re ources.
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